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Poland and the Euro

Leo V. Ryan, C.S.V.

and  Richard J. Hunter, Jr.

I

n November 2008 the Tusk government announced

a plan to adopt the euro by 2012, although the prime

minister stated that, should adverse circumstances arise,

the plan was open to “discussion” and possible delay.

This decision was somewhat controversial since it not

only required an amendment to Poland’s Constitution

but also the unusual cooperation of Poland’s two major

political parties—now bitter rivals on the Polish

political landscape—and perhaps even a national

referendum. Despite an overwhelmingly positive

consensus about Poland’s European Union membership

today, fundamental policy differences exist between

two major parties, PiS and PO, and they were reflected

the parliamentary elections in 2005 and 2007.

  Poland’s Constitution[1]—Article 227 in

particular[2]—provides that the National Bank of

Poland shall have the “exclusive right to issue money”

and to “implement monetary policy.”  At present,

Poland is an “honorary” member of the European

System of Central Banks.  As a result, Poland remains

free to set its own monetary policy.  However, as a

condition of entering the EU, Poland committed itself

to satisfying a set of fiscal and microeconomic criteria

(the Maastricht Criteria) set by the European Central

Bank. These included:

• maintaining an inflation rate of no more than

2.3 percent

• maintaining a budget deficit at or below 3

percent of GDP

• maintaining the level of Polish government

debt at no more than 60 percent of GDP

In addition, Poland is required to join the exchange

rate mechanism called ERM II[3]  for at least two years

before formal adoption of the euro, during which time

fluctuation in the value of the zloty to the euro may

not exceed 5 percent.

ARGUMENTS ON EURO PARTICIPATION

In 2009 critical economic factors impacted Poland’s

decision to fully implement its commitment and adopt

the euro.  In 2008, several weeks after President

Kaczynski agreed in principle that Poland would join

the Eurozone by 2012, the European Central Bank came

to an agreement with Poland.  The ECB would give

Poland a 10 billion euro credit line, described as a

currency swap agreement, to prevent further

depreciation of the zloty.  By December 2008 the zloty

seemed to have stabilized.[4]

   Witold Orlowski observed that one of the main

drivers of Poland’s successful transition has been its

continued ability to attract foreign direct investment,

based on the interplay of four solid fundamentals: high

labor productivity, moderate labor costs, safety of

investments, and good location.[5]  According to a

report issued by the World Bank, Poland exhibits a

“robust financial system, a relatively sound banking

system, and an overall external debt which is relatively

moderate compared to more vulnerable countries.”[6]

Joining the Eurozone would strengthen Poland’s

international position.

THE EURO DEBATE: ECONOMIC AND MONETARY PROS AND

CONS

A variety of opinions have surfaced on the question

whether Poland’s economy is actually prepared for

adoption of the euro. Professor Janusz Bilski of the

University of Lodz has summarized some of the main

arguments against the adoption of the euro.  These

include:

• a worldwide financial crisis and a

recession will stop economic growth

for the next two to three years,

ushering in a period of “soft economic

nationalism” at the expense of

“mechanisms and regulations of

monetary unions”

• it is unrealistic to impose severe

restrictions on the Polish economy

amid the crisis. The next two-

to-three-year period (2009-2011) may

be the “worst possible timing for

the euro adoption since the moment

of creating the euro zone.”  Only a

monetary policy run by Polish national

authorities can effectively protect

Poland’s poor and its pensioners

against economic recession in an

environment in which the

unemployment rate could once

dramatically rise

• the decision of “fast euro adoption”

will add an external burden on

economic policy “exactly at a

time when it should be as flexible as

possible”
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• the adoption of the European Central

Bank’s interest rate may hurt the

Polish economy. In contrast to an

emerging trend, “the government’s

aim seems to be to keep fiscal

policy tight so that the central bank can

cut interest rates”[7]

• restrictions adopted by many countries

against worker migration and the

provision of services by Poles may

distort the effect of any adjustment

mechanisms adopted by the EU

On the positive side, Professor Bilski noted some

potential positive benefits from the adoption of the euro.

These include:

• adoption of the euro may provide an

impetus to Poland’s attempt to reform

its public finance system and in its

efforts to tame or control inflation

• the decision to adopt the euro “may

be [one] of the country’s most vital

decisions in the next decade as it is

likely to ensure good conditions for

stronger economic growth”

• for the Polish economy—which

Professor Bilski terms as a “peripheral

economy”—the adoption of the euro

will be beneficial if it is a part of a

plan to ensure “better

implementation of [Poland’s] strategic

economic goals”

According to Thomas Laurson, country manager at the

World Bank for Poland and the Baltic States, “Poland

is really the only country now in the region that has a

firm and, at least as far as possible, a credible plan for

adopting the euro.”[8]

CONCLUSIONS

Both proponents and opponents of euro adoption agree

that the decision to join the Eurozone will have a

profound impact on the Polish economy and society.

The economy, while generally robust and growing,

albeit at reduced growth rates, is still not fully mature.

In sum, the arguments boil down to a fundamental

disagreement on whether the adoption of the euro will

amount to a “risky economic experiment” that will lead

Poland into a prolonged recession in which the

European Central Bank’s interest rates could hurt the

Polish economy. President Kaczyƒski and his party

(PiS) believe that it will. It thus appears that an

important interim step will be Poland’s joining the

ERM-2, during which it must stabilize the zloty-to-

euro exchange rate and create suitable adjustment

mechanisms. Rzeczpospolita reports that in preparation

for this event, “narrowed margins for currency rate

volatility are likely to lay new ground for Polish

economy functioning, and it should be carefully

monitored how the market reacts to asymmetric shocks

as well as what are the cost of their absorption.”[9]

   The decision to adopt the euro has been made.

Questions remain as to how and when Poland should

take this dramatic step. Prime Minister Tusk summed

it up: “The main obstacle to the carrying out of the

plan [to adopt the euro by 2012] . . . may be the lack of

political consensus rather than the condition of Poland’s

economy, which is fairly stable.”[10]

This article is based on a paper delivered at the 67

th

 Annual Meeting

of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America, June 2009.
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Harsh Vineyard: A History of Catholic Life in the

Russian Far East, by Miroslava Igorevna Efimova.

Translated by Geraldine H. Kelley. Victoria, BC:

Trafford Publishing (www.trafford.com), 2008. xvii +
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280 pages. Maps, tables of Catholic parishes in the

Russian Far East. ISBN 978-1-4251-6803-2. Paper.

A

 history of Catholic churches, missions, and

communities east of the Lena River, from the

eighteenth century to the present time. Most of these

were founded by Poles from Poland, Lithuania, and

Belarus, and were meant to serve Polish political

prisoners and exiles sent to eastern Siberia by the

Russian government as punishment for attempts to

regain Polish independence. The first Catholics in the

Far East were members of the Bar Confederacy whose

goal was to prevent a Polish slide into political

dependence on Russia. It is characteristic of the Russian

state that after the former Confederates got a taste of

exile and hard labor in the Far East, they received an

offer to convert to Russian Orthodoxy and be allowed

to return to Poland. (The Russian government even

offered money to cover the cost of their return.) The

alternative was to remain Catholic, with no right to

return. As the chronicles of Catholicism in the eastern

Siberia show, they stayed. The Russian state profited

from the presence of Poles in eastern Siberia because

they labored for the state, and their children and

grandchildren were likely to remain there forever. Some

were the most patriotic sons of their homeland. Like

all colonialists, Moscow used one conquered people

against another: some young Poles who refused to

convert to Russian Orthodoxy were forcibly inducted

into the Russian border guards. Those too old to serve

died in the harsh conditions of slave labor and exile.

Porwanie Europy, by Krzysztof Koehler. Sopot: Tow.

Przyjació! Sopotu (www.topos.iq.pl), 2008. 47 pages.

ISBN 978-83-61002-36-9. Paper. In Polish.

K

oehler’s verbal skills grow with each volume of

poetry. In this one, his descriptive precision

reaches its peak. The context of his poetry is Europe,

its specific focus Poland and the Poles. The volume is

a sophisticated reflection on European history and its

less-obvious but vital aspects.

Glaukopis. Pismo spo!eczno-historyczne, nos. 13–14

(2009). Edited by Wojciech Jerzy Muszyƒski et al.

<www.glaukopis.pl>. Mailing address: 02-518 Warsaw,

ul. Kazimierzowska 79 m. 10, Poland. ISBN 1730-

3419. 420 pages. In Polish.

T

he phenomenon of Glaukopis deserves a pause.  It

is a “thick journal” in the manner of nineteenth-

century almanacs, but it is not meant to give practical

advice to or entertain farmers. It is a historical journal

meant to highlight and correct the distorted segments

of central European history. It deals primarily with the

twentieth century, but it also sheds light on

contemporary issues such as the proposed World War

II Museum that is to be placed in one of the EU cities.

The editorial board includes distinguished Polish

historians and social scientists. The articles are written

by highly competent and sometimes distinguished

scholars. However, competence is not enough to make

a journal first-rate—see the last paragraph of this

review.

    The present issue is dedicated to the Polish Right

between the two world wars, with some attention paid

to the other rightist movements in Europe. There are

reviews, e.g.,  Jonathan Littell’s  The Kindly Ones

(2009) in Polish translation, and an appendix of

significant yet forgotten comments by well-known

Poles, Germans, Britons, and Americans. It is

particularly instructive to read 1939 comments by well-

known Germans. They generally agree that Poles were

to blame for Hitler’s attack on Poland; it was therefore

fair that Poles in Gdaƒsk were arrested or killed, and

their homes and apartments subjected to looting by their

German neighbors.  One wonders whether this episode

of history will make it to the all-European World War

II Museum.

   Glaukopis’s problem is that it lacks copyediting and

serious editorial supervision. It is not that it lacks

annotations—basic documentation  is generally

adequate, although there are gaps here as well. But there

is more to scholarly credibility than that. The realities

of intellectual life are such that all names, dates, and

commas have to be in place to make a proper

impression in the scholarly world.  Furthermore,

references to various contemporary intellectual trends

cannot be casually thrown in; they have to fit in in a

precise way. To eliminate both problems would take a

million-dollar endowment for copyediting and

scholarly supervision alone. Most worthwhile Polish

periodicals  have a beggar’s budget. Let us be optimistic

and expect that to change in the future. (SRS)

Pe Ell’s Polish Pioneers, by Leo E. Kowalski. San

Pedro, CA: Gorham Printing (1700 Miracosta Street,

San Pedro, CA 90732), 2007. 128 pages.  Hardcover.

$20.00 postpaid.

Pe Ell’s Polish heritage, by Leo E. Kowalski. San

Pedro, CA: Gorham Printing (konnica@ca.rr.com),

2008. 255 pages. Hardcover. $30.00 postpaid.

P

e Ell is  a town in the state of Washington, pop.

657 in the 2000 census. For reasons detailed in

these two books, the town attracted Polish immigrants

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

German and Swiss immigrants also settled in Pe Ell.

But even though the Poles formed a majority of the
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settlers according to Kowalski’s books, 2009 Wikipedia

lists only 8.5 percent of Pe Ell’s population as Polish.

   Kowalski’s books are a valuable addition to the

emerging corpus of Polish diaspora writings (Professor

John Guzlowski has dedicated a website to the subject).

The author, a retired steamship company executive and

former resident of Pe Ell, tells the stories of many Polish

families. They were the salt of the earth, the kind of

pioneers America used to attract generations ago. But

if Poles were so numerous in Pe Ell, why do they now

compose only 8.5 percent of the population? Polish

identity seems difficult to shed, as illustrations in these

books indicate; why then are the numbers are so low

here and in other localities?

Paradoksy paryskiej “Kultury”

Styl i tradycje myÊlenia politycznego

[The paradoxes of the Paris Kultura: style and traditions of

political thinking]

By Janusz Korek. 3

rd

 revised edition. Katowice:

Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Âlàskiego

(www.wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl), 2008. 550 pages.

Index, bibliography. ISBN 978-83-226-2667-3.

Hardcover. In Polish. Zl. 75 plus postage from

<Merlin.pl>.

Maciej Urbanowski

T

he Polish émigré monthly Kultura (1947–2000)

has already been discussed in many valuable

studies, such as those by Andrzej Mencwel, Rafal

Habielski, Krzysztof Pomian, Iwona Hoffman, Leszek

Szaruga, and Andrzej Stanis!aw Kowalczyk. Korek’s

book stands out against this background as a

remarkably original work. In the present-day cultural

life of Poland, Kultura has cultivated a legendary

reputation that is conducive to uncritical affirmation

and simplification of its varied content. Virtually

everyone invokes Kultura and draws on its authority,

including the former communists. Yet in Soviet-

occupied Poland, Kultura was forbidden fare and its

distribution was criminally prosecuted. The reduction

of Kultura’s contribution to a few banal truths is

particularly painful in view of the fact that this monthly

battled intellectual banalities and tried to teach its

readers critical attitudes toward the world. A few

months ago publicist Rafa! Ziemkiewicz wrote that

Kultura’s editor, Jerzy Giedroyç, has recently stretched

out on the Procrustean bed of political correctness to

fit the current Polish pantheon, and that this process

squeezed originality out of him (Rzeczpospolita, Plus

Minus, no. 16, 2009). This is true of his periodical as

well: Kultura is usually invoked for a political purpose.

A similar comment was made by historian Andrzej

Nowak, who observed in his essay on Giedroyç that

“Giedroyç’s legacy is by no means as one-dimensional

as some of his admirers and adversaries maintain.”

   Korek’s book shows an awareness of these issues. It

stresses the fact that Kultura created “a new school of

political thinking and a new kind of Polishness, free of

complexes and provincial blindness, and open to

Europe and the world” (13). In Korek’s view, the

journal also provided “a rare example of an enterprise

that has achieved its goals.” That does not mean that

Korek engages in some sort of hagiography. He

convincingly abolishes the myth that Kultura was a

leftist periodical or that it “officially renounced” Polish

claims to Vilnius or Lviv. Korek also reminds us of

Juliusz Mieroszewski’s 1954 opinion about the possible

curbing down of democracy in Western Europe (114).

    Jan Ulatowski wrote that distancing oneself from

politics is a sign of the country’s decadence.

Korek is interested in the style and traditions of the

“political thinking” developed by the periodical. He

rightly reminds us that Kultura was primarily a political

enterprise. Giedroyç and some of his collaborators

wanted it to be so; others would have preferred that

the monthly become a literary journal. Among the latter

was Czes!aw Mi!osz, who in his letters repeatedly tried

to persuade Giedroyç to change the periodical’s profile:

“The publicity and successes of various political scoops

are secondary, they are like foam that resolves into

nothing.” He failed to persuade Giedroyç, for whom

politics was raison d’être and who saw in the periodical

“the best available form of political activity [on

Poland’s behalf]”  (from a 1953 letter to Juliusz

Mieroszewski). Giedroyç did not see Kultura as a

literary magazine even though he published some of

the best Polish writers of the twentieth century: Witold

Gombrowicz, Czes!aw Mi!osz, S!awomir MroÏek,

Gustaw Herling-Grudziƒski, Andrzej Bobkowski, and

Kazimierz Wierzyƒski. He treated the literary aspect

of his magazine as marginal. It did attract readers

among the Polish intelligentsia who were deemed to

be a major political force and whose thinking he wanted

to reform. As Jan Ulatowski wrote, distancing oneself

from politics is a sign of the country’s decadence, and

Giedroyç was certainly of that opinion.
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   In practice, it is hard to separate politics from

literature in Kultura. Writers such as Mi!osz,

Bobkowski, or MroÏek published their political texts

in the magazine, while Mieroszewski’s or Leszek

Ko!akowski’s political writings were often literary

masterpieces. One of Kultura’s paradoxes was the fact

that while preaching realism in politics, it succeeded

in practicing imaginative politics, and its speculations

created various scenarios for the future. Some people

criticized Kultura for the range of its vision, claiming

that it created a “literary” version of politics. In 1970

Wojciech Wasiutyƒski dubbed Mieroszewski’s

speculations “fantasiology” because Mieroszewski’s

theories of what Poland could become largely ignored

the Catholic Church and the Polish countryside.

   Trivializing the role of the Church and the presence

of the Polish village in history indeed weakened the

realism of Kultura’s political debates. Korek points out

other mistakes the journal has made: it offered support

to W!adys!aw Gomu!ka’s policies in the 1950s, it

erroneously assessed Moscow’s and Washington’s

positions in the early 1950s (134–35), and in 1955 it

advanced the utopian idea that Germany could become

a neutral and nonaligned country. But Kultura’s

numerous successes balanced these mistakes. Kultura

wished to be a think tank, a place where ideas were put

into circulation and where politics was as important as

theories about politics. Its mosaic-like character

accounts for both its occasional inconsistencies and for

its originality.

   Such is Korek’s conclusion. He painstakingly

analyzes political texts published in the journal between

1947–1980, i.e., since the journal’s creation until the

year when its chief political publicist, Mieroszewski,

died. Starting with that date, Korek contends, the

periodical began to lose steam and resorted to repetition

of previously-advanced ideas. He also pays attention

to the more ephemeral contributors, such as Melchior

Waƒkowicz, Ryszard Wraga, Jan Ulatowski, Klaudiusz

Hrabyk, James Burnham, and Alfred Fabre-Luce. In

Korek’s view, they collectively created the journal’s

discourse. This discourse consisted of various

“ideologems”  (ideologemy) derived from a range of

discourses: anticommunist, catastrophic, leftist,

rationalist, liberal, paneuropean, libertarian. Such a

syncretic and poliphonic mosaic was of necessity

dynamic and open; it was not an acculumation of

ideologems or a way of reducing them to trivialities.

One was free to return to the positions previously

declared to be obsolete. The Kultura mosaic was like a

crossworld puzzle whose goal, upon completion, was

to create a map of political thinking that would lead to

the freeing of Poland from Soviet domination.

   Korek distinguishes three periods in Kultura’s

political discourse based on the prevalence of pro-

Western or pro-Eastern orientation and the favoring of

pro-American, pro-European, or pro-German option.

The first (1947–50) was characterized by a search for

new ideologies, a catastrophic and anticommunist tone,

and pro-Western and pro-American orientation. The

second (1950–1975) was dominated by Juliusz

Mieroszewski’s political vision: the dominant discourse

is oriented toward liberty, federalism, and the left, at

the expense of anticommunist discourse that dominated

in the first period. It was then that Kultura became “a

piece of music for two pianos”; depending on the

political situation  it reoriented itself now toward the

West, now toward the East. The third and final period

which lasted until Mieroszewski’s death reinforced the

political program Kultura had worked out earlier. At

that time Kultura also became a tribune for the Polish

opposition and a receptacle for political documentation

of the Polish struggle for freedom.

  Thus Giedroyç’s journal was dynamic,

nonideological, and antidogmatic. Giedroyç’s leading

idea was that in politics, the most important thing is to

remain close to reality and try to correct what needs to

be corrected while not disturbing the reality’s rhythms.

Giedroyç believed that the traditional Polish political

ideologies had outlived their time. This kind of thinking

was not unique to Giedroyç: many Poles born around

1910 shared it. They sought “the third way” and rejected

both the traditional Right and the traditional Left. Thus

Kultura writers regarded themselves not as rightist or

leftist, conservative or progressive, but rather as liberal

or libertarian.

  While trying to update Polish political thinking, the

journal did not cut itself off from the past.  While

declaring its dislike of Polonocentrism, nationalism,

and National Democracy, it availed itself of the insights

of National Democracy’s Realpolitik, especially of its

critical attitude toward Polish political romanticism.

The critiques of political moralism sometimes appeared

side by side with what can be called paramessianism,

or the belief that Poland has a role to fulfill in Central

and Eastern Europe, and that Polish political emigration

is tasked with reminding the West about the idea of

liberty (192). One of the key concepts of Giedroyc’s

journal was federalism, or the idea that there can be no

independent Poland without independent Lithuania,

Ukraine, and Belarus. This somewhat resembled Józef

Pi!sudski’s idea of federalism and it carried echoes of
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the First Republic (1569–1795), albeit modernized and

adjusted to twentieth-century realities.

  Thus Kultura has many roots, and it was a melting

pot of many ideologems. In the 1960s Kultura began

to participate in anticolonial discourse, using the

intellectual tools created to liberate Africa and Asia to

argue for liberation of Central and Eastern Europe.

Korek soberly notes that Giedroyc’s colleagues were

well aware of the fact that not only the USSR but also

the West looked at the countries between Germany and

Russia as areas ripe for ideological colonization. In both

cases the goal was to homogenize Europe ideologically.

This idea was alien to Kultura’s writers. They knew

full well what any homogenization recipe would mean.

   Giedroyç and his small team of intellectuals had one

ultimate goal: Polish sovereignty and democracy. This

was the political absolute of the entire team. Another

constant was a vision of geopolitics partly derived from

Halford Mackinder’s view about the key role of Central

Europe in world politics, and partly oscillating around

the idea  that the fate of Poland would be determined

by her relations with the two neighboring megapowers,

Germany and Russia.  The Kultura people imagined

that Poland was a country that belonged to the the West

and to the East, and that it was not so much the rampart

of the West as a bridge between East and West.

Giedroyç and his team also believed that the West was

in a state of crisis. Finally, Giedroyç’s team believed

that Polishness needed updating, and that a new “status

of being Polish in the world” needed to be achieved.

   It is too bad that Korek’s analyses stop with 1980. It

would be most interesting to trace the changes in

Kultura’s political thinking over the subsequent twenty

years. It should be remembered, if only as a warning

to politicians, that Giedroyç condemned the Round

Table, criticized Lech Wa!"sa, supported Aleksander

KwaÊniewski, and after quarreling with Herling-

Grudziƒski permitted people like Krzysztof Wolicki

and Tomasz Jastrun to write for his iconic journal. Was

this an example of “following in the footsteps of reality”

or lagging hopelessly in the past?

   Korek’s book invites readers to reflect on Kultura’s

political legacy. How much of it has remained with

us? Probably quite a bit, for instance, attempts to see

Polish problems in geopolitical and global perspective,

taking all options into account, and most of all,

remembering that politics involves thinking. As the

recently-deceased Leszek Ko!akowski once wrote in

Kultura, it is better to make mistakes in one’s political

thinking than not to think at all.     !

Last der Geschichte? Kollektive

Identität und Geschichte in

Ostmitteleuropa: Belarus, Polen,

Litauen, Ukraine

[The burden of history? Group identity and history in East

Central Europe: Belarus, Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine]

Edited by Zdzis"aw Krasnod#bski, Stefan

Garsztecki, and Rüdiger Ritter. Hamburg: Verlag Dr.

Kovaã, 2008. 493 pages. ISBN 978-3-8300-2108-7.

Paper. In German.

Harry Louis Roddy, Jr.

L

ast der Geschichte is an encyclopedic contribution

to the study of the historiography and contemporary

political history in what the editors term the East-

Middle-European countries (Ostmitteleuropa). This

volume consists of thirteen essays by the three editors

and contributors Tomas Stryjek, Grzegorz Motyka,

Ar#nas Bubnys, Leonid Za‰kil’njak, Henadz’

Saganoviã, Vytautas Berenis, Zahar ·ybeka, Vladimir

Golovko, and Wilfried Jilge. It originated in a 2004

workshop held in Warsaw in which questions of

historical formation of national identities and the

diachronic evolution and transformation of these

identities in Belarus, Poland, Lithuania, and Ukraine

were considered. I believe Last der Geschichte will

prove to be an invaluable resource for scholars of this

region in the coming years.

  The content is divided into three major sections that

include a treatment of historiography and foundational

myths in Ostmitteleuropa; a consideration of identity

formation via internal historical development and

foreign and colonial influences; and the politics of

history in the post-Soviet era. Krasnod’bski concludes

the volume with a section titled Vergangenheit und

Politik (The Past and Politics).

   In the foreword, the three editors lay the groundwork

for this volume with a consideration of history’s central

role in the construction of collective identity. They point

out that the current debate on identity formation in these

countries represents a confrontation between

communist legacy and historical traditions, a debate

that revolves around the question of which will be more

prominent in forming collective identity. They also

establish the logic of considering these four states,

namely their historical commonalities, and that the
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history of the one must necessarily take that of the

others into consideration (11).

   The opening section explores foundational myths of

the countries under consideration and the crucial roles

these myths play in societal cohesion, as well as the

pivotal role the Second World War played in the

construction of historical memory in East Middle

Europe. In his essay exploring the centrality of

foundational myths in Poland and Lithuania, R$diger

Ritter defines such myths as “event complexes” that

contribute to explaining how and why things are the

way they are in a nation (24). As such, they must be

believed, otherwise they are pointless. Commemoration

strategies are thus developed in different nations by

which the historical narrative and the myths upon which

they are based are anchored in the collective national

memory (24). In this essay he explores how this process

has taken place in Poland and Lithuania.

   In the second essay of this section, Tomasz Stryjek

examines how the historical reception of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania and the Polish Rzeczpospolita have

shaped the syntheses of national history in the work of

contemporary Ukrainian historians. The heart of his

essay is a consideration of how these two events shaped

the traditional, post-Soviet and revisionist

historiography, and examines how these strains can be

synthesized in a common historical approach. This first

major section also includes essays on the role played

by the Second World War in the Ukrainian-Polish

historical memory (Motyka) and the Lithuanian

historical memory (Bubnys).

    The second major section of the book focuses on

how collective identity is forged through the

confrontation of national historical identity with foreign

and colonial influences. This section begins with an

essay by Za‰kil’njak on Polish and Russian influences

on Ukrainian historical identity. In this essay

Za‰kil’njak argues that historical identity is formed by

the counterpressure of historical memory and social

identity (191). He addresses the specific challenges

posed by the formation of a Ukrainian national identity,

namely Ukraine’s efforts to establish strong diplomatic

ties to Western Europe while at the same time not

alienating Russia, and the still-decisive influence of

the Soviet historical identity.

   In this second section Stryjek addresses contemporary

constructs of Ukrainian national identity, Saganoviã

writes on Belarusian historiography vis-à-vis its

neighbors, and Berenis contributes an essay on

Lithuanian national ideologies of the nineteenth century

and perspectives on post-Soviet Lithuanian history. In

his essay on Ukrainian national identity, Stryjek

illustrates the central problem in the construction of

this identity: that there is no “consensual history” on

which all parties agree (233), but rather the national

myth is based on three conflicting paradigms: the

folkish (volksnah), the ethnic, and the cultural

constructivist (235). All efforts to forge a unified

Ukrainian national identity depend on the outcome of

this conflict. In his essay on Lithuanian national

ideology of the nineteenth century, Berenis traces the

roots of Lithuanian national consciousness back to

Polish Romanticism and shows how this consciousness

has affected the writing of history in the post-Soviet

era.  Unlike Ukraine and Lithuania, Belarus does not

have a historically developed consciousness of national

independence. Efforts to form a national identity rest

on the processes of justifying and legitimizing Belarus’s

existence as an independent nation. Nevertheless, as

Saganoviã points out, these processes are heavily

influenced by an enduring pro-Russian provinciality

(303).

  Last der Geschichte ends with discussions of the

evolution of political history in these countries during

the post-Soviet era. Garsztecki addresses contemporary

Belarusian and Polish discourses of the past, while

·ybeka contributes an essay on contemporary political

history in Belarus. These topics as they relate to

contemporary developments in Ukraine are taken up

by Golovko and Jilge. Krasnod"bski concludes the

book with a consideration of the neonationalism

unleashed in these four countries by the collapse of

the Soviet Union.

   Krasnod"bski cites Ewa Thompson in indicating that

the Russian culture that had dominated the politico-

cultural sphere of these four nations for so long was

often “an expression of imperial projections” (474).

As such, the nascent period of decolonization has

created a vacuum in which nation-building in Poland,

Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine is influenced by the

postimperial mentality of the subaltern (477). This

situation has been exacerbated by the acceptance of

Poland and Lithuania into the European Union; the

appearance of an “imperial model” with Paris-London-

Berlin (instead of Moscow) at the center has created

misgivings within Poland and Lithuania, while Belarus

and Ukraine became further separated from the

European center (487). It will be interesting to see how

the tensions created among the Western orientation in

these four nations, Russian assertions of strength and

influence, and Lithuanian and Polish ambivalence

regarding Western European imperial designs play out.
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With this volume Krasnod"bski, Garsztecki, and Ritter

have provided a valuable aid to scholars of this region

as they analyze and interpret these unfolding tensions

in the coming years.      !

Biuletyny Instytutu Pami#ci

Narodowej

[Bulletins of the Institute of National Memory]

I

PN is a state-supported historical Institute dedicated to

the study of Polish history between 1939–1989. The

Institute was established after the communist party

surrendered  power and the Soviet military left Poland. It

employs historians who search communist and other

archives, and it publishes books and periodicals. The

Bulletins reflect the most recent archival research. Sarmatian

Review will continue to publish reviews of individual issues

in order to bring IPN’s work to those scholars who do not

know Polish. Ed.

Biuletyny, nos. 3–12 (86–95): March 2008, July 2008, and

November-December 2008. Edited by Jan M. Ruman et

al. Warsaw: Institute of National Memory (www.ipn.gov.pl),

2008. In Polish.

Pawe" Styrna

T

he three issues of the Bulletins reviewed here are

devoted to different subjects and time periods. The

March issue deals with the events of March 1968, the

July issue commemorates Soviet-occupied Poland

through political humor, and the November-December

issue is dedicated to the ninetieth anniversary of

Poland’s reappearance as an independent state on 11

November 1918. Each issue comes with a DVD, on

the communist secret police, the “rebels” of the

Solidarity Student Committee, and the “Miracle on the

Vistula,” respectively.

   In Poland the events of March 1968 included not only

the so-called “anti-Zionist campaign” but also, and

primarily, student protests in response to the communist

regime banning a performance of Adam Mickiewicz’s

play Forefathers’ Eve (Dziady). The March issue opens

with an interview with political scientist Pawe! Tomasik

and historian Andrzej Chojnowski. They speak about

factional infighting within the party, the secret police,

and Jewish and Catholic discrimination by the

communist authorities. Jan Îaryn’s excellent article

aptly defends the Church from accusations of not doing

enough to criticize the regime for its brutal treatment

of the protesting students. Franciszek Dàbrowski writes

of the communist anti-Semitic journalist Ryszard

Gontarz, who toed the “anti-Zionist” line of General

Moczar in 1968. We also learn that Gontarz was the

first journalist to call for the removal of religious

instruction from Polish schools after 1956. The March

issue also includes well-researched pieces on the

“March events” in the Rzeszów, Poznaƒ, Bia!ystok, and

$ódê regions. An article by oppositionist Antoni

Zambrowski (son of prominent Jewish communist

Roman Zambrowski) is noteworthy as well, since the

author points out that non-Jewish Poles also fell victim

to the “anti-Zionist” campaign of 1967–1968 because

in 1967 many Poles sympathized with Israel’s victory

over the Soviet-supported Arab states.  Expressing such

sympathy put one on a blacklist. Piotr Gontarczyk and

Rados!aw Peterman attempt to clear up a secret police

error that confused Polish politician Stefan

Niesio!owski with a police collaborator codenamed

“Leopold.” The reader will also find interesting pieces

on Polish reaction to Stalin’s death in March 1953, and

on the regime’s failed attempts to create an atmosphere

of mourning in Poland.

  The July issue provides many delights for fans of

political humor. Barbara Polak interviews historian

$ukasz Kamiƒski on this type of humor’s role as a

means of resisting the system. Poles thus mocked the

crude lies of communist propaganda and poked fun at

Soviet leaders and their Polish puppets, as well as at

the regime’s policies and their consequences such as

the unending shortages of food and basic consumer

items. One could even say that comic relief made life

under communism a bit more bearable. Kamiƒski

rightly notes that anticommunist humor was a

continuation of anti-German humor from the Second

World War. Poles simply replaced the word “German”

with “Soviet” and “communist.” The issue also contains

an interview on political humor with Jan Pietrzak, a

popular cabaret performer. As the author of the song

“Let Poland be Poland” (Îeby Polska by!a Polskà) that

became the unofficial anthem of Solidarity, Pietrzak

recalls the hysterical reaction exhibited toward this

supposedly nationalistic song by the leftist elements

in the Solidarity movement, while in the meantime

Ronald Reagan and Queen Elizabeth approvingly

quoted it in their speeches. The July issue also contains

anticommunist cartoons, anti-Nazi jokes, and an article

about the great Catholic historian Oskar Halecki.

   The November-December  issue is perhaps the most

important of the three. In the opening interview Marek

Ga!"zowski, W!odzimierz Suleja, Pawe!

Wieczorkiewicz [+2008], and Krzysztof Kawalec

discuss different strategies for regaining independence
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during the so-called “orientation struggle” (Central

Powers vs. Entente) before and during the First World

War. The interlocutors agree that Poles who actively

fought for independence either through the military or

political-diplomatic route were a minority, and that

Poland’s independence can in fact be called a miracle

since it was by no means inevitable in a European order

that had existed for over a century without a sovereign

Polish State. The three historians also agree that both

orientations were necessary and useful because they

allowed Poles to extract concessions from both sides

by “playing on nonexistent military potential,” as

Professor Kawalec puts it. Thus Dmowski was able to

secure Poland’s recognition as an Entente partner and

negotiate survivable frontiers at Versailles, while

Pi!sudski created the Polish Military Organization

(POW) and other Polish military units that would later

become the Polish Army.

   The issue also contains Piotr Cichoracki’s article on

Polish units formed in France during the first world

war (the Bajoƒczycy, or Bayonneites), Hubert

Kuberski’s piece on the Czech invasion of the Cieszyn

region in 1919, Sebastian Rosenbaum’s article on

Upper Silesia in 1918–1919, Krzysztof Hoff’s article

on the anti-German rising in Wielkopolska in December

1918, and Pawe! Wieczorkiewicz’s essay on the

“Miracle on the Vistula” in 1920. In addition, Norbert

Wojtowicz devotes an article to heroic scouts who

volunteered to help defend the city of P!ock from the

Bolshevik invaders in August 1920, while Marek

Ga!"zowski writes about the Lwów Eaglets (Orl"ta)

and the influence of their sacrifice on the interwar

military and the young Polish soldiers during the

Second World War.

   Piotr Gontarczyk’s piece focuses on the trial of

communists in $uck (Volhynia) in 1934. In an issue

commemorating Polish independence, it is quite

appropriate to remind readers of Poland’s communists

who, as virtual agents of the Soviet Union, did their

utmost to undermine Poland’s existence and

sovereignty. It should not be forgotten that before the

Second World War the minuscule Polish Communist

Party was adamantly opposed to Polish independence

and tried utmost to make Poland into a vassal state of

the Soviet Union. There are also articles on the young

Legionnaire from Rzeszów Leopold Lis-Kula, the poet-

soldier Eugeniusz Korwin-Ma!aczewski, and three

remarkable Polish generals: Jan Dowbór-MuÊnicki,

Tadeusz Jordan Rozwadowski, and Józef Haller. Jerzy

Kirszak and Marek Ga!"zowski dedicate articles to

Pi!sudski’s right-hand man General Kazimierz

Sosnkowski, a soldier and a statesman, while Andrzej

Paczkowski and Marek Czachor review S!awomir

Cenckiewicz and Piotr Gontarczyk’s recent book on

Lech Wa!"sa and the communist secret police.

  The three issues of the Bulletins reviewed here

demonstrate that the Institute of National Memory is

making significant contributions to the hitherto

suppressed narrative of modern Polish history.        !

(Nie)obecnoÊc. Pomini#cia i

przemilczenia w narracjach XX

wieku

[Presence/absence: erasures and omissions in twentieth-

century narrations]

Edited by Hanna Gosk and Bo$ena Karwowska.

Warsaw: Dom Wydawniczy ELIPSA, 2008. 532 pages.

Index of names. ISBN 978-83-7151-794-5. Paper. In

Polish.

Ewa Staƒczyk

T

he last century brought significant political, social,

and cultural changes to European societies, and

this resulted in the desirability of reexamining the usual

forms of thinking about the world and focusing on the

notions of gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity. In turn,

this has led to the emergence of the formerly excluded,

erased, or suppressed voices that are now coming to

the fore. As the editors point out in the introduction to

this book, the emancipation of those formerly on the

margins revealed the complexity of their interaction

with the formerly dominating discourses and centers

of power. Despite being a popular area of research in

Poland and elsewhere, the various forms of erasure in

Polish literature and scholarship have not yet received

sufficient scholarly attention. The present collection

of articles sets out to remedy this. The volume contains

twenty-seven contributions that engage a variety of

critical approaches in order to find new paradigms in

thinking about Polish literature of the last two centuries.

   The book is divided into three parts. The first consists

of three sections and fifteen essays. Section one

contains three theoretical articles that discuss the limits

and pitfalls of current methodological approaches. Ewa

Domaƒska’s paper examines the status of the category

of victim in contemporary humanities. She discusses

recent changes in the notion of the victim from a passive

subject to an active agent, and links them to
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destabilization of the traditional systems of power. She

concludes by saying that theoretical concepts often

become the tools of political manipulation and thus

need to be examined in a specific sociopolitical context.

   In the article that follows, Ewa Thompson explores

problems of collective memory in postmodern Europe.

She refers to several mainstream scholarly accounts of

European memory from which Polish collective

experience has been excluded. Thompson posits that

this erasure of Polish memory from Western discourse

is a sign of non-Germanic Central Europe’s

marginalization. She remarks that this particular gap

in scholarship can only be rectified if Western discourse

rejects the orientalist clichÈs in thinking about Poland

and, more generally, Central and Eastern Europe.

   The interaction between translation studies, gender,

and body is the topic of Tomasz Bilczewski’s essay.

The author discusses changes that have taken place in

the theory of translation in the last few decades and

investigates its relationship to feminist criticism.

Referring to a statement by Marguerite Duras in which

the writer compares écriture féminine to translating the

unknown, Bilczewski shows that feminist translation

studies have had a similar tradition of uncovering what

had been excluded, silenced, or erased.

  The second section of  part 1 consists of articles that

apply postcolonial theories to specific literary texts.

The section opens with Hanna Gosk’s interesting

account that shows the necessity of adjusting

postcolonial terminology to the Polish case. The author

distinguishes three types of this process: imperial

discourse (which includes both the period of Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth and the interwar

colonization of the so-called Kresy); counter-discourse

(the periods of partitioned Poland and People’s

Republic); and post-partition/post-dependence

discourses (the interwar and post-1989 years,

respectively). Gosk subsequently examines Konwicki’s

Polish Complex through the lens of counter-discourse

and provides a compelling argument about the writer’s

attempt to undermine Soviet authority.

  Next in the section, Dariusz Skórczewski’s essay

investigates two different cases of marginalization and

erasure in nineteenth-century Polish literature. In the

first part of the article he looks at Mickiewicz’s

Crimean Sonnets and argues that the protagonist’s

perception of the indigenous population of the Crimea

replicates orientalist clichÈs similar to those discussed

by Said. While Skórczewski’s discussion of the sonnets

largely builds on earlier scholarship on the topic such

as Dixon’s and Koropeckyj’s accounts,[1] his

examination of Prus’s The Doll in part 2  of the essay

brings new insights to our understanding of the absence

of the Russian colonizer in the novel. In his precisely

worded analysis, Skórczewski argues that erasing

Russian presence from Prus’s Warsaw was motivated

not only by the trauma of colonization but also by the

strong conviction of Russia’s cultural inferiority. This

erasure of Russian imperialism from The Doll, as read

by Skórczewski, is thus a syndrome of what David

Chioni Moore has described as “reverse-cultural

colonization.”[2]

   In the subsequent article, Irena Grudziƒska-Gross

discusses Mi!osz’s anti-imperial stance and his

identification with the multiethnic, multireligious, and

multicultural ethos represented by the literary and

historical concept of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

German Ritz’s paper, on the other hand, explores the

literary notions of the former Polish eastern borderlands

by focusing chiefly on the works by Jaros!aw

Iwaszkiewicz. In the essay’s last part, Ritz also engages

Andrzej Stasiuk’s writings. While the selection of

Iwaszkiewicz’s texts is justified in the context of Ritz’s

argument, the choice and, most importantly, the

subsequent treatment of Stasiuk’s works leave this

reader somewhat confused as to the focus of the essay.

  The article by Dorota Ko!odziejczyk provides a

comparative analysis of postcolonial and Polish post-

1989 magic realism novels. In her well-crafted paper

the author outlines the characteristics of magic realism

in works by Salman Rushdie, Amitav Ghosh, Olga

Tokarczuk, and Hanna Krall, among others.

Ko!odziejczyk argues that despite the distinct local

features of these writers, postcolonial and post-1989

literature has common characteristics, among them

comments on ruptures in history and the subsequent

problem of displacement and belonging. In these works

magic realism becomes a discursive strategy. While

postcolonial writers employ this particular poetics in

order to recover precolonial “indigeneity,” Polish post-

1989 novels use magic realism as a means of

reconstructing the local space destroyed by war and

many years of communism.  This reconstruction often

concerns the erased signs of past multiculturalism.

  The section closes with two papers on Andrzej

Stasiuk’s concept of Central Europe. In the first,

Aleksander Fiut discusses representations of Central

Europe in Stasiuk’s and Iurii Andrukhovych’s texts.

He points out that despite differences, these authors

experience Central Europe within the parameters of

interaction between the stereotypical notions of Western

and Eastern Europe, and those of center and periphery.
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In the essay that follows Piotr Millati examines

Stasiuk’s affinity for the forgotten, “uncivilized”

Central European periphery. He contrasts such a

representation of the region with Mi!osz’s, Kundera’s,

and Ki‰’s views about the fundamental role of culture

in creating a distinct Central European identity.

   The third section of part 1 consists of five essays that

provide feminist, queer, and gender readings of a range

of texts, such as poems, essays, and memoirs. In the

first paper Ma!gorzata Czermiƒska explores twentieth-

century narratives of birth and labor. She notes that

when compared to images of death, the representations

of labor in Polish literature are rather scarce. Based on

her analysis of selected works, she distinguishes several

ways of writing about labor. In the first the image of

labor plays a didactic role and enables the writer to

show the social problems of women (e.g., in a novel

by Gabriela Zapolska). In the second case labor is

represented as an experience that brings physical pain

and causes chaos (Maria Kuncewiczowa).  The third

way consists of presenting labor as an existential

phenomenon (Jolanta Brach-Czajna or Anna

Nasi!owska). The author concludes that until it finds

its symbolic language, the narrative of birth will

oscillate between medicine, philosophy, and poetry.

   Danuta Danek’s essay addresses the unacknowledged

details of Adam Mickiewicz’s and Stanis!aw

Morawski’s childhood biographies. By analyzing

Mickiewicz’s poems, letters of his friends, and

fragments of well-known biographies such as those by

Juliusz Kleiner and Alina Witkowska, she questions

the myth of the poet’s “idyllic and angelic” childhood

and argues that he was in fact an abused child. Similarly,

in her discussion of Morawski’s biography, she shows

how his relationship with his despotic father affected

his childhood and future. Danek’s insightful article not

only offers the reader a fresh perspective on Poland’s

foremost national poet, but also brings to light the

biography of a little-known nineteenth-century diarist

and writer. Finally, the essay raises important questions

about the reasons for omitting or misinterpreting crucial

details of writers’ lives.

   Next in this section, Roma Sendyka’s paper explores

the causes of the marginal position of female essayists.

She asks whether it is the essayists themselves who

underplay their own importance or whether it is literary

history and criticism that suppress their voices.

   BoÏena Karwowska writes about Seweryna

Szmaglewska’s memoirs of Auschwitz. She first

discusses the so-called “universalization” of the

narration exemplified by the masculine form of the

noun “prisoner.” She then points out that

universalization replicates the perspective of the

oppressor for whom a prisoner is devoid of gender

characteristics. While recognizing that this particular

strategy was meant to reflect the shared experience of

all prisoners, Karwowska argues that there are other

elements of the memoir that disclose a clearly feminine

perspective. She subsequently explores the complex

interactions between body, nakedness, clothing, space

divisions, and other elements of everyday life in the

camp that affected the narrator’s gender identity.

   The last article in this section by Joanna NiÏyƒska

focuses on Miron Bia!oszewski’s “small narrations.”

Reading Bia!oszewski through Butler’s performance

and performativity and applying Halperin’s

understanding of positionality, the author compares

Bia!oszewski’s life-writing to Poe’s “purloined letter.”

NiÏyƒska refers to this Lacanian reading of Poe’s story

in order to describe the concealed yet obvious status

of homosexuality in Bia!oszewski’s writing.

  The second part of the volume is divided into two

sections. Section 1 concentrates on the forgotten works,

people, and themes of twentieth-century literature and

culture, while section 2 discusses the literature of

Soviet-occupied Poland. The first section opens with a

paper by Danuta Ulicka that focuses on one of the

predecessors of Russian formalism and a forgotten

founder of the Institute of Art History in Saint

Petersburg, Valentin Platonovich Zubov. Next in this

section is Ewa Paczoska’s fascinating discussion of

Stanis!aw Brzozowski’s critical writings. The author

remarks that Brzozowski was one of the first critics of

what he perceived as the xenophobia and megalomania

of Polish culture. His revolutionary vision of Polish

literature as suppressed resulted, however, in exclusion

of his works from the literary canon and placed

Brzozowski on the margin of Polish intellectual life.

Although his works withstood the test of time, some

readers in Poland still see them as a threat to national

identity. The two papers that follow look at forms of

erasure in Polish literature of different periods.

Eugeniusz Czaplejewicz’s account provides a concise

retrospective discussion of Polish literature from the

Middle Ages onward and its interaction with questions

of national pride and shame. $ukasz Paw!owski’s paper

focuses on the period of the Second Polish Republic

and analyzes works by Melchior Waƒkowicz, Juliusz

Kaden-Bandrowski, and Andrzej Strug.

  The aims of the next article by Przemys!aw Czapliƒski

are twofold. First, it discusses the search for tradition

undertaken by Polish writers and critics in the late
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1980s. Second, it focuses on post-1989 artistic

responses to the culture and ideology of Sarmatism,

pointing out its limits and pitfalls. The section closes

with Tamara Trojanowska’s paper on Polish drama of

the 1990s. The author examines the reasons for the

absence of many Polish plays in literary criticism,

explores their dominating themes and tendencies, and

compares them with the more recent dramatic texts that

have come to the fore in the last few years. In

conclusion, Trojanowska signals the need for a detailed

survey of Polish drama of the last two decades, arguing

that such a survey would foreground the continuity that

already exists in the Polish theater and would shed new

light on contemporary representations of the human

condition.

   The three articles in the second section of part 2 are

devoted to discussions of literature in Soviet-dominated

Poland. In the first article Andrzej Zieniewicz examines

Stefan Kisielewski’s novels by disclosing the writer’s

representation of the “three secrets” of “People’s

Poland.” The second paper by Anna Nasi!owska on

the literature of the 1980s discusses problems of

censorship, newspeak, and the binary opposition of

official and unofficial circulation of publications,

among other issues. In addition, Nasi!owska

emphasizes the necessity of rereading the literature of

the 1980s. Above all, she points out the need for further

study of the political, historical, and cultural conditions

under which literature existed in the last decade of

communism.  Finally, Jerzy Jarz"bski’s essay examines

political, socioeconomic, and cultural factors that

affected the reception of literature between 1945–1989.

He warns against the threat of politicization of works

of that period, and claims that such interpretation may

reduce literature to being merely a commentary to

historical events. Jarz"bski’s article asks important

questions about the reasons for forgetting certain

writers of “People’s Poland,” and it attempts to estimate

whose works will withstand the test of time.

  The last part of the volume consists of three essays.

BoÏena Shallcross’s article examines the interaction

between material objects and Jewish identities as

presented in the works of W!adys!aw Szlengel, Zuzanna

Ginczanka, and Jerzy Andrzejewski. The author

explores different textual strategies used in order to

conceal ethnic identity of the poetic personae and the

protagonist, respectively. The paper by Pawe! Rodak

focuses on Maria Dàbrowska’s Journals. It discusses

differences between the manuscripts and printed

editions of the writer’s journal. Rodak examines the

possible reasons for changes, paraphrases, reductions,

and deletions that appear in the final version of the

journal. Most importantly, his paper provides

interesting insights into Dàbrowska’s writing process

and personal issues that affected her work. The last

essay in the collection is devoted to the poetry of

Tadeusz RóÏewicz. Tomasz Wójcik explores

RóÏewicz’s habit of including copies of his manuscripts

in printed editions. The author analyzes selected poems

and their drafts in order to assign meaning to the poet’s

strategy of crossing out words and sentences in the

manuscripts.

   Overall, the volume offers a wealth of original

observations on the problem of exclusion,

marginalization, and erasure in Polish literature of the

last two centuries, as well as on the problem of

excluding Polish literature from the European canon.

Of particular value is the collection’s contribution to

the ongoing theoretical and methodological debate on

postcolonialism and queer studies. In spite of its size

and complexity, the book is very accessible. It has a

clear and informed introduction that provides

summaries of all the papers; each article is additionally

followed by an abstract in English, and both the “notes

on contributors” section and the index of names are

very useful. The book would have benefited, however,

from two minor improvements. First, the length of some

of the articles seems insufficient, given their scope.

Many of the shorter essays discuss important topics

that deserve greater elaboration. The other minor

criticism is that the book is marred by several

proofreading oversights, e.g., the misspellings of

“Polaków” (40), “mi"dzy” (237), “problemów” (277),

“relacji” (392),  or the omission of the full stop on page

328. In spite of these imperfections, the volume remains

a stimulating read for a wide range of specialist and

nonspecialist readers. The editors and contributors are

to be congratulated for a well-argued and sophisticated

work that provides a fresh perspective on Polish

literature and culture.     !

NOTES

1. Megan Dixon, “How the Poet Sympathizes with Exotic

Lands in Adam Mickiewicz’s Crimean Sonnets and the
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Roman Koropeckyj, “Orientalism in Adam Mickiewicz’s

Crimean Sonnets,” Slavic and East European Journal, vol.

45, no. 4 (Winter 2001), 660–78.

2. David Chioni Moore, “Is the Post- in Postcolonial the

Post- in Post-Soviet? Toward a Global Postcolonial
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The Law of the Looking Glass

Cinema in Poland, 1896–1939

By Sheila Skaff.  Athens: Ohio University Press

(www.ohioswallow.com), 2008. Polish and Polish-

American Studies Series. Index, illustrations,

bibliography, appendix (select filmography). xii + 245

pages. ISBN: 978-0-8214-1784-3. $34.95 (cloth).

Gilbert Rappaport

P

olish cinema has been one of the stars on the

European cultural stage since the Second World

War. The films of Andrzej Wajda (1926- ), Krzysztof

Zanussi (1939- ), and Krzysztof KieÊlowski (1941-

1996) in particular have taken their places in the canon

of world cinema. There is a strong supporting cast as

well, including not only such figures as Roman

Polaƒski and Agnieszka Holland, known for their work

in Europe and the United States, but many other

accomplished filmmakers. Over the past two decades,

in a new political, social, and economic environment,

Polish cinema has enjoyed considerable, even

surprising, success in competing with imports,

producing both serious films and successful

commercial products. Not only did 2008 ticket sales

in movie theaters break a twenty-year-old record (at

over 34 million), but two of the three top-grossing new

movies were Polish productions (<http://

w w w . s t o p k l a t k a . p l / w y d a r z e n i a /

wydarzenie.asp?wi=51487>).

  It is not widely known, however, where this rich

tradition came from. What did cinema in Poland look

like before the Second World War, under very different

circumstances? And what is the relationship between

it and its postwar descendant? Sheila Skaff ’s

monograph represents an ambitious attempt to answer

the former question. She defines her object of study

within that time period as follows: “This book attempts

to recapture the multilingualism and social diversity

of cinema in the partitioned lands and independent

Poland and to show that the establishment of a national

identity through film is a complicated matter. . .  To

this end, it accepts all films, regardless of language,

made in the regions of the three empires that became

an independent country and, thereafter, in that country.

It avoids mention of the careers of filmmakers, actors,

and others outside of this geographic area (11).”

   The skeleton of the book is a survey of the films,

directors, production companies, distribution networks,

and exhibition venues from 1896–1939, beginning with

the first demonstrations of moving pictures in the Polish

lands. There is a very useful twenty-page appendix,

“Select Filmography,” which lists the most significant

films produced in Poland year-by-year. But Skaff

ranges from this narrative to address a cluster of

interesting questions about the role of film in the

distinctive and changing social, political, economic,

and cultural context that was, or would become, Poland.

   The story Skaff has to tell is filled with fascinating

details and interesting personalities; she tells the story

well, with mastery, clarity, and wit. She makes

extensive and productive use of both primary and

secondary Polish-language sources. The text of the

book consists of 187 highly readable pages, so that

many of the questions she raises and addresses deserve

further, more technical development. More important

is that she has woven many tantalizing observations

and narrative threads into a virtually seamless fabric to

give an overview of a very eventful forty-five-year period.

    Among the many fascinating parts of the story is the

role of the Jewish population in Polish film, which was

as variegated as the community itself. Many

productions during the late partition era were a

continuation of Yiddish theater, with healthy dollops

of comedy and literary adaptations and special attention

given to the exotica of folklore, superstitions, and

traditions of the unassimilated dwellers of the shtetl.

But by no means did Jewish producers and directors

ghettoize themselves. Adaptations of Polish literature

and drama (even opera) were popular, along with

documentaries or more politically-oriented films

designed to appeal to Polish audiences. For example,

Mordechaj Towbin’s successful production company

Si!a (Strength) devoted its first feature film Prussian

Culture (1908) to the political and violent repression

of Polish national aspirations in the Prussian partition;

the film was apparently banned in Prussia and not

shown outside of Italy until 1914, and then only in

Warsaw, in the Russian partition (38–39).

   Skaff notes that “the largest and most enduring

production company in pre-World War II Warsaw was

unmistakably [Aleksander] Hertz’ Sfinks [Sphinx],

established in 1909” (39). A banker and Pi!sudski

supporter, Hertz was arrested for his political activities

by Russian authorities in 1908; when released a year

later he devoted himself to film production, which Skaff

notes was highly political, until his death in 1928. The

company remained in business until 1938. Skaff’s

capsule description of this key figure provides a good

example of her prose:
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   Hertz’s character, connections, and financial shrewdness

ensured the success of his company at a time when many

other companies failed. He demonstrated a successful mix

of love for the cinema, which he called by a term of his own

invention, ruchos!oƒcopis (moving luminous record), and

contempt for cinema enthusiasts, whom he regarded as

hopeless fanatics. He approached producing films as others

approached producing alcohol or other legal but addictive

drugs. In short, he recognized that, if given the chance,

people would use the cinema as a means of escape from the

daily grind, and he disdained them for it (40).

Skaff recounts a rather bizarre episode concerning one

of Hertz’s first feature-length films (1911) based on

the novel Meir Ezofowicz (1878) by the Polish novelist

Eliza Orzeszkowa. The story is about a Jewish man

living in the Russian partition who shared his Polish

neighbors’ aspirations for Polish independence. Skaff

notes that “Hertz made a strange decision, however,

when he chose a well-known anti-Semite, Józef Ostoja-

Sulnicki, to write and direct the film” (41). Skaff then

notes that  “the seemingly bizarre choices made in

filming ‘Meir Ezofowicz’ may have arisen from Hertz’s

insistence on offering a little something for everyone—

for Polish speakers, a Polish novel; for Yiddish

speakers, a Yiddish title; for multiculturalists, a story

of positive intercultural relations; and for anti-Semites,

an anti-Semitic director” (41). Skaff goes on to contrast

Hertz with the interesting yet underdocumented figure

of Maria Hirszbejn who in 1926 took over a studio and

thus “began a long career as the most powerful woman

in filmmaking in Poland. . . . In 1927, she helped found

the Union of Polish Film Producers” (83). “Her

company was the only one to rival Sfinks throughout

much of the interwar period” (84). While Hertz seemed

to be a micro-manager who calibrated every decision

from a position of cultural insecurity to appeal to all

sides, minimize Jewish visibility, and maximize

commercial success, Hirszbejn was more of a facilitator

who embraced the new multicultural Poland and felt

comfortable in it. Skaff notes that “Hertz and Hirszbejn

almost seem to have lived in different societies” (84).

In fact, so wrenching were the changes in Poland during

the first decade of its reinvented existence that

contrasting responses should not be surprising.

   A leitmotif for the book is provided by the 1924

reflections of Polish critic Karol Irzykowski on this

new medium. He expounded what Skaff calls “The Law

of the Looking Glass”: “Only half of the world is ruled

by the principle of action; the other half is subject to

the laws of reflection” (2). That is, the reflection in a

mirror is at once a representation of reality and yet,

precisely because it is not reality, it is a deception.

Moreover, we are drawn by a voyeuristic instinct to

this copy precisely because it is not reality; we can

observe while being spared the burden of participation.

Again Irzykowski: “Cinema registers the world, but it

may also turn it into fiction” (4).

   By coincidence, while reading Skaff’s book I had

the opportunity to meet two prominent but very

different contemporary Polish directors: Jacek Bromski

and Krzysztof Zanussi. When I asked each about the

relationship between pre- and postwar Polish cinema,

each answered instantly and categorically that there

was NO connection, that the caesura of the war was

complete and Polish cinema had emerged anew. Skaff

provides part of the reason: “The film industry in

Poland was destroyed completely in World War II.

Many members of the cinema community were killed

in concentration camps, perished in the fighting, or died

of natural causes during the war . . . Other members of

the film community  . . . emigrated in response to the

war . . . Many of those who survived the war and

initially remained in Poland eventually left because of

government-sponsored ethnic, religious, and political

discrimination (185).” A new school arose after the war,

both literally (the famous National Film School in $ódê,

founded in 1948) and figuratively. Skaff continues:

“After the war, Film Polski was established under

Aleksander Ford [one of the few figures of postwar

continuity, GR] as the administrator of the production,

exhibition, and distribution of all films in the country”

(185). A new cohort of film artists arose, forged in the

same smithy, to use a Soviet metaphor, of government

monopoly, ideology, and control. Because the regime

in Poland was not as totalitarian as those in neighboring

countries, there were pockets in society and intellectual

life in which pushing the envelope was possible, and

film quickly developed into one such pocket, beginning

with Wajda’s famous trilogy from the 1950s. So, yes,

postwar Polish film arose anew from the ashes of the

war as did the rest of the country. But, ironically,

Irzykowski’s insight into the Law of the Looking Glass,

explored so perceptively and with such erudition by

Skaff forthe period before the Second World War,

would probably shed even more light on film in the

period after the war. Perhaps, in the cinematic tradition,

we can hope that the author will provide us with a

sequel: Looking Glass 2.     "
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Marcus Aurelius, Henryk Elzenberg,

and Zbigniew Herbert

An Encounter

Piotr Wilczek

1

In April 2009 two European educational institutions,

College of Europe (Brugge/Natolin) and Collegium

Artes Liberales (University of Warsaw), celebrated the

birthday of Marcus Aurelius, a key author to those

seriously engaged in the study of humanities and social

sciences. Both institutions focus on educating society’s

leaders.  During the conference held in the Natolin-

Warsaw campus of the College of Europe, many

significant things were said about the political ideas of

Marcus Aurelius, his attitude toward religion, and his

relations with Christianity, as well as about the idea of

stoicism, so important for this thinker and politician.

The conference discussions confirmed that Marcus

Aurelius is a philosopher who continues to be relevant,

and that the ideas of the Stoics continue to be relevant

in our discussions of the fundamental issues of human

existence: good and evil, behavior, and moral attitudes.

   Professor Maria Dzielska, a historian from

Jagiellonian University, spoke about the environment

in which Marcus Aurelius lived and the dangers of

discussing his thought without connecting it to his

political activity. His idea of the state was not

cosmopolitan or abstract; he thought about the real

state—the Roman empire. Professor John Rist  of the

University of Toronto presented many aspects of the

eclectic stoicism of Marcus Aurelius, his attitude

toward Christianity, and difficulties arising from the

Christian reception of his thought. Rist mentioned

Samuel Beckett, Eugene Ionesco, and Harold Pinter

as writers whose way of thinking resonates with Marcus

Aurelius’s philosophy. Professor Valery Laurand of the

University of Bordeaux presented a detailed and subtle

analysis of fragments of the Meditations; he discussed

them as a philosophical text about human nature and

human behavior. Such discussions are rare and precious

because they require the philosophical erudition that

Professor Laurand amply demonstrated. The paper by

Professor Giuseppe Giliberti  of the University of

Urbino addressed the idea of empire in Marcus

Aurelius’s thought, as well as the practice of law in his

time. It was interesting to hear how this famous

philosopher tried to be an efficient and enlightened

absolute monarch, and  learn about the inconsistencies

and tensions betwen his philosophy and his role as a

political actor. Finally, Professor Marcia Colish of Yale

University gave an extensive and profound lecture on

the moral and philosophical issues discussed by the

Stoic philosophers.

   The above survey of conference papers is meant to

give evidence that Marcus Aurelius’s political activities

and philosophical writings went hand in hand, and that

not only poets but also academic scholars view them

in this way. Marcus Aurelius combined governance

with a consistent and rigorous self-questioning about

the nature of power and about the relationship between

self and governance. He inspired others to reflect on

the connection between politics and morality.

2

Polish poet Zbigniew Herbert (1924–1998) was one

of those for whom Marcus Aurelius provided important

inspiration. I should add that for my generation, Herbert

was a much more significant personality than Czes!aw

Mi!osz or Wis!awa Szymborska, the two Polish Nobel

Prize winners.

  In his poetic language based on the tradition of

neoclassicism, Herbert expressed the moral and

philosophical situation of a nation oppressed by a

totalitarian regime.  In Stalinist times Herbert—unlike

most writers of that time, including Mi!osz and

Szymborska—adamantly rejected contact with the

regime, obstinately refusing the ample privileges given

to writers willing to engage in the politics and

propaganda that supported the communist system. He

lived a simple life and even suffered from extreme

poverty.

    As a student of philosophy in Toruƒ, Herbert attended

the lectures of Henryk Elzenberg,  a prominent

university teacher of philosophy. In the worst Stalinist

period Elzenberg lost his position at the university and

was forbidden to teach students. Thus these two

outstanding Polish intellectuals were obliged to live

on the margins of society at a time when many

intellectuals in the West praised the communist regime

and its generosity toward writers and artists. Zbigniew

Herbert was a freelance poet with no permanent job

who lived in the suburbs of Warsaw, and Henryk

Elzenberg was a professor who was forbidden to teach

at the University of Toruƒ, and instead conducted illegal

seminars at his home. In December 1951 Herbert sent

a letter to Elzenberg, and in the letter he included the

poem “To Marcus Aurelius.” In Chord of Light, his

first volume of poetry (1956), the poem was

significantly dedicated “For Professor Henryk

Elzenberg.”
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   Why this dedication? In 1920 Elzenberg, a specialist

in Greek and Roman philosophy, published a book on

Marcus Aurelius.  A poem on that thinker could

therefore be interpreted as expressing thoughts on

Henryk Elzenberg as well, as a protest against the

situation in Soviet-occupied Poland  where the best

had to live on the periphery and the worst occupied the

center. Henryk Elzenberg was punished by communists

for teaching philosophy according to what they

condemned as “notorious idealism”; he was the modern

Marcus Aurelius who helplessly observed the collapse

of his world, “listening to the barbarian cry of fear his

Latin cannot understand.” The poem describes a

confrontation of the civilized world and the barbarians.

Elzenberg, too, helplessly observed barbarians who spoke

an alien language he could not understand or accept.

The unrelenting stream

of elements will drown your prose

says the poet, speaking to Marcus Aurelius,

until the world’s four walls go down.

As for us?—to tremble in the air

blow in the ashes

 . . . .

gnaw our fingers seek vain words

drag off the fallen shades behind us.

The poem is  an expression of allegiance to the roots

of Western civilization, and also an example of

fascination with Marcus Aurelius. The remark about

Marcus Aurelius’s “Latin” as opposed to the language

of the barbarians, mentioned as a mistake by many

scholars who have analyzed the poem (Marcus

Aurelius’s Meditations was written in Greek), is not

necessarily a mistake. “Latin” can be understood here

as a symbol of Western civilization, the civilization

whose ideals were attacked by the barbarians in the

emperor’s times and by communists in the time of

Herbert and Elzenberg. There are other such apparent

mistakes in the poem. One of the participants in the

conference noted that when we read it, we recall not

the historical events of the second century AD, but

rather the beginning of Ridley Scott’s movie The

Gladiator: the chaos of the Empire, the barbarian

invasion from the north, the old emperor tired of the

difficulties of war, his evil son Commodus who would

soon be involved in an assassination plot.

  History books tell us  a different story: Marcus

Aurelius was an active ruler. His equestrian statue

gracing the Capitoline Hill in Rome represents him

well. He was a triumphant victor; we can imagine a

barbarian lying under his horse. He was the first of all

Roman emperors to actively defend his empire, rather

than simply being a philosopher passively seated on

the throne. Herbert’s poem does not deal with Marcus

Aurelius as a philosopher and emperor, nor is it a poem

about the historical peregrinations of the concept of

Stoicism. Instead, it is an allegory of Polish history, of

Soviet occupation, and of the influence of both on

people like Henryk Elzenberg and Zbigniew Herbert.

To those who opposed the “barbarian” system, Marcus

Aurelius was first of all the author of Meditations, a

book that taught them how to face life; he was also a

ruler who defended the empire against the barbarians.

Thus to some extent the poem is also a polemic with

the traditional notion of Stoicism as a passive

philosophical attitude.

   Peter Dale Scott, who translated a number of

Herbert’s poems into English, said in an interview that

“To Marcus Aurelius” was the most difficult of

Herbert’s poems to translate: “It was impossible to

recreate the tensions of the Polish political situation,

which surrounded each lyric with suggestive expanses

of the unspoken.” This poem can be read outside the

Polish political context, but in this case its deepest

meaning is likely to be lost.

   In contrast, Professor Piotr Urbaƒski of the University

of Szczecin recently argued that the poem was a product

of a casual reading of the Meditations and provided

evidence that Stoicism was not important for an

educated reader in the 1950s  (Pogranicza, no. 3, 2008).

It seems to me that he misinterpreted Herbert’s poem.

Greek and Roman culture, philosophy, and mythology

played a substantial role in Herbert’s poetry, but he

drew on them not as a historian or a philosopher. Rather,

he drew on these resources in his determined effort to

proclaim Polish dignity and oppose the communist

regime. That regime devastated Poland over the forty-

five years of Soviet occupation. In the 1990s  it

remained part of the mentality of many people, most

especially the prominent postcommunist intellectuals

still functioning in Poland: Herbert is on record stating

that fact. In his opinion, communism poisoned the

minds of many, including poets and intellectuals who

profited from the system and who never publicly

explained the nature of their involvement. For Herbert,

this failure to explain and apologize was impossible to

justify; ultimately, it was evil. It has to be said that

such uncompromising attitude was an exception in

Polish intellectual circles after 1989; the majority of

writers and intellectuals preferred to ease into the new
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system and keep silent about their active support for

the old and criminal one.  In contrast to this prevailing

attitude, Zbigniew Herbert’s views were consistent,

from the poem “To Marcus Aurelius” published in his

first volume of poetry, to his public statements in the

1990s when he was accused of mental illness by the

“politically correct” intellectuals who would rather

forget their actions under communism. Herbert’s poem

is a spirited defense of a free search for knowledge;

here and elsewhere he speaks against the invading

barbarians who threaten to pervert philosophy and

knowledge. “To Marcus Aurelius” is a deeply

humanistic poem, and its significance and context

deserve continuing reflection.     !

Od Rusinów Bia"ych

do Bia"orusinów

U êróde" bia"oruskiej idei narodowej

[From White Ruthenians to Belarusians: the sources of

Belarusian national idea]

By Oleg %atyszonek. Bia!ystok: Bia!ystok University

Press (http://wydawnictwo.uwb.edu.pl), 2006. 388

pages. Maps, index of names and geographical

localities. ISBN 978-7431-120-5. Paper.  In Polish.

Sally Boss

T

he author probes the beginnings of Belarusian

national consciousness. He postulates that the

period between 1571–1648 (from the Lublin Union to

the Khmelnytzky rebellion) witnessed the existence of

a Ruthenian nation that consisted of future Ukrainians

and future Belarusians.  After the Khmelnytzky

rebellion and the war with Muscovy (1654–67) that

ended with Polish defeat (parts of Ukraine on the right

bank of the Dnieper were ceded to Moscow), the

population of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which

included today’s Belarus and most of Ukraine, shrank

from 2.9 million to 1.4 million. The Muscovites took

hundreds of thousands of Ruthenians prisoner, and

young Ruthenians were sold at Muscovite markets for

one ruble each (236).  Virtually all skilled artisans were

taken prisoner as well; Belarus never regained the level

of excellence in artisanship in which it had previously

excelled. Muscovites and Cossacks also  plundered the

printing houses that used the Cyrillic script (239).

Within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the

depopulated and largely destroyed Ruthenia became a

territory where professing Orthodoxy put one under

suspicion: Orthodoxy ceased to be regarded as a

“Greek” religion and began to be regarded as a

“Muscovite” one. At the local sejmiks and during Sejm

debates in Warsaw, laws were passed against the

Orthodox. In 1673 a law was passed forbidding the

nobilitation of non-Catholics; in 1699 the Orthodox

were denied opportunities to serve as officials in towns

belonging to the Crown. In 1696 the Sejm decided that

all state documents should be written in Polish. This

last law seems reasonable: then and now, countries tend

to use the language of the majority in official

documents. Also, the Orthodox could have joined the

BrzeÊç Union that reunited Eastern and Western

Churches in the territory of the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth; some of them chose not to do so.

Overall, however, $atyszonek’s presentation of the

aftermath of the war with Muscovy is highly revealing

and original, and it clearly shows a lack of foresight

among Polish politicians.

  [In 1705 tsar Peter the Great] personally engaged

in the murder of the Basilian Fathers in St. Sophia’s

church in Polotsk. The Muscovites made the

monastery into a stable and gunpowder depot that

happened to blow itself up  in 1710, one day before

Peter’s army left Polotsk. Thus perished the oldest

church in Belarus that was the symbol of sovereignty

of the Polotsk district (244).

   The period after the war with Muscovy marked a

general decline of Ruthenian territories. Not only did

they suffer depopulation, but they also declined

culturally. The number of printed books decreased

drastically. While in the first half of the seventeenth

century  about 120 books were published in Ruthenian

and about 40 in Lithuanian, in the second half the total

for both languages was 20. At the same time, about

800 books were published in Polish, distributed

approximately evenly between the first and second half

of the century (239).

    The eighteenth century was likewise disastrous for

Belarus. During the Russian war with Sweden Belarus

because a camping ground for Muscovite, Swedish,

and Saxon armies, as well as the field of many battles

including Lesna in 1708. In 1705 tsar Peter the Great

“personally engaged in the murder of the Basilian

Fathers in St. Sophia’s church in Polotsk. The

Muscovites made the monastery into a stable and

gunpowder depot that happened to blow itself up  in

1710, one day before Peter’s army left Polotsk. Thus

perished the oldest church in Belarus that was the

symbol of sovereignty of the Polotsk district” (244). It
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is worth noting that contemporary Belarusians consider

the Polotsk principality to be the first Belarusian state

(265). It is also worth noting that whenever Peter heard

of a town that appeared to side with Poland, he would

order the town to be set on fire along with its inhabitants

(244). This occurred in Vitebsk and Mohylev. Again,

the population of Belarus went down dramatically. In

1700 it was 2.2 million, whereas after the Muscovite

wars it was down to 1.5 million.

   The term “Belarus” began to be used by chroniclers

and representatives of the various Churches (Catholic,

Uniate, Orthodox) in the eighteenth century. It was part

of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania that included

Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian components. In

contrast, the area near Lwów/Lviv was called “Czarna

RuÊ” (Black Ruthenia).  Some church chroniclers

considered the area near Minsk and Novogródek to be

Black Ruthenia as well (257). However, $atyszonek

points out that this term was used by those who did not

identify with the area themselves. The author concludes

that in eighteenth-century Belarus, all nobility and a

good part of the city dwellers began to identify

themselves with Poland rather than with the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania. This strengthened the Polish

nation.

   The book is excellently written and annotated, and is

in fact a model of historical writing. Professor

$atyszonek concludes that under Lithuanian rule (i.e.,

since the thirteenth century), the Polotsk tradition of

Belarusian nationhood was systematically destroyed

by the conquerors. Lithuanian chroniclers virtually

eliminated the memory of Polotsk as an independent

principality and fountainhead of Belarusian nationhood.

This continued under the successive rule of Poland and

Russia. Chronicles, histories, and church documents

were written in such a way as to confuse and make

unstable the borders of Belarusian identity. As a result,

Belarus has no history. Only in the nineteenth century

did a handful of Belarusian enthusiasts begin to

reconstruct the history of the nation. This effort continues

to this day, and Professor Latyszonek is part of it.

   This reviewer disagrees with Professor $atyszonek

on one issue. He states that betrayal is the foundation

of any new nation (308). Ukrainians had to betray Poles

in the Khmelnyzky rebellion to start their nation. It is

implied that Belarusians have to do the same, and/or

have been doing so insofar as they are religiously

divided into Orthodox and Catholic. It is also implied

that it would be better if Catholics disappeared.

Betrayals usually involve bloodbaths, and Professor

$atyszonek seems to consent to that. Yet the beginning

of the American nation, so magnificently expressed in

the Declaration of Independence in 1776, is not marked

by a betrayal. On the contrary, it is a bold and open

challenge to an oppressive imperial power. The

Declaration was signed in the open, and a copy was

delivered to London. There was no betrayal, but rather

an assertion of the rights of citizens. It appears to me

that the Russian proclivity toward plots and

conspiracies, as manifested in the tradition of state

secrecy since Ivan the Terrible, has influenced Professor

$atyszonek in this regard. If Belarus is to develop as a

nation it should not bemoan its Byzantine Catholic

component that ties it to Europe but, on the contrary,

build on it. If it leans toward Muscovite Orthodoxy it

will remain an identity-free appendix to Moscow. In

the opinion of this reviewer, Belarus has a better chance

of developing as a nation if it significantly returns to

the Uniate (Byzantine Catholic) confession. Most of

all, Belarus needs theologians that understand the

history of the Eastern and Western Churches, as well

as those who can explain to the Belarusian nation the

political reasons behind the bad blood between

Catholics and Orthodox under Russian rule.

   Would that American Russicists read this book.    !

Poeta i Êwiat

TwórczoÊc literacka ks. Janusza A.

Ihnatowicza

[The poet and the world: on  Fr. Janusz A. Ihnatowicz’s

literary works]

By Alicja Jakubowska-O$óg. Rzeszów:

Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Rzeszowskiego, 2009.

316 pages. Bibliography, index of names, appendix

containing previously unpublished poems.  ISBN: 978-

83-7338-423-1. In Polish.

Charles S. Kraszewski

A

licja Jakubowska-OÏóg’s monograph should find

an audience among readers who appreciate the

terse, disciplined, powerful, and allusive verse of Fr.

Ihnatowicz. Jakubowska-OÏóg sets Ihnatowicz’s poetry

against the background of the Kontynenty group of

poets in postwar London. In this way justice is done to

an important poetical tradition of Polish ÈmigrÈ

literature, too often overlooked in literary studies and

histories of literature. The book will also aid Polish

scholars who specialize in the literatures of the British

Isles. Fr. Ihnatowicz and his colleagues, including Jerzy

S. Sito, created in Britain a current of “British” letters
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comparable to the ethnic literatures of the United States.

Just as the authors of Chicano literature cannot be fully

comprehended from a purely Mexican or Spanish

standpoint but have to be considered through the lens

of the North American environment that informed their

lives and works, Fr. Ihnatowicz and the other authors

of Kontynenty were formed not only by the Polish

tradition but also by the British and Anglophone

traditions in literature and culture. In 1955, Fr.

Ihnatowicz wrote the following:

   Nigdy nie zgodz" si", Ïe Eliot moÏe komuÊ byç

niepotrzebny.  Niektórzy twierdzà, Ïe sta! si" on

nieszcz"Êciem dla m!odych poetów, bo “raz Eliotyda, na

zawsze Eliotyda” (jak trudno si" z imitowania go wyrwaç,

sam to wiem najlepiej).  Zaczyna si" od Êwiadomego

naÊladownictwa jego maniery, a !atwo skoƒczyç

posiadaniem jegosposobu patrzenia na Êwiat, jego wiary.

Bo eliotyzm to nie tylko maniera poetycka, to prawie

religia, w kaÏdym razie pewien rodzaj mitologii poetyckiej

(39).

   [I will never agree with the statement that Eliot might be

unnecessary for a  person.  Some people opine that he has

become the misfortune of young poets, as “once Eliotean,

always Eliotean” (and after all, I know best how difficult it

is to tear oneself away from imitating him).  It begins with a

conscious imitation of his manner and can easily end in the

possession of his way of looking at the world, his faith.

“Eliotism” is not only a poetic mannerism, it’s almost a

religion—at the very least a certain form of poetic

mythology].

Like their ethnically British colleagues, the exiled Fr.

Ihnatowicz and his friends were shaped by the British

modernists, especially Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot. One

cannot understand the poems printed in the Appendix

without comparing them to Eliot’s.  It is he, and not

the somewhat kindred Tadeusz RóÏewicz, whom we

feel so palpably behind the cycle “Sonata nr. 1.”

  One of Fr. Ihnatowicz’s volumes of poetry,

Displeasure, was originally composed in English.

Claims can thu be laid to Fr. Ihnatowicz by three literary

traditions: Polish, English, and the European Christian

tradition of letters that goes all the way back to Dante

through Eliot. It is to be hoped that Poeta i Êwiat finds

an English translator who will bring the “Eliotean”

Ihnatowicz to the attention of Anglophone readers.

    The book consists of eight chapters plus introduction

and conclusion. The first three chapters, Ihnatowicz’s

biography, “The Heritage of Eliot,” and “From

Seminary Theater to the Dialogic Text,” are a

chronological overview of the persons and times that

shaped the poet, including the British milieu and the

Kontynenty poets.  Chapters 5 through 7 constitute the

critical heart of the work.  Here the author discusses

“Space,” “Time,” “Music and Musicality,” and

“Biblical motifs.”  In this last section, Jakubowska-

OÏóg quotes Ihnatowicz’s self-description that

uncovers just how“British” a poet he really is:

   Nie chc" pisaç o sobie, lecz o Êwiecie.  Nie chc", by

czytelnik patrzy! na mnie, lecz byÊmy razem patrzyli na

Êwiat.  Dlatego od poczàtku wybra!em poetyk" podobnà do

tej, której uÏywa! Twardowski w swych wczesnych

wierszach.  Jest to poetyka Ezry Pounda, Audena, imagistów,

z Polaków moÏe Czechowicza.  Przed czytelnikiem

rozgrywa si" jakaÊ rzecz, maluje si" pejzaÏ.  Patrzàc naƒ,

moÏe on wspó!-odczuwaç z autorem, mieç udzia! w j e g o

zdziwieniu, i tak si" z autorem takÏe spotka (230).

   [I do not want to write about myself, but about the world.

I do not want the reader to contemplate me, but rather that

together we should contemplate the world.  And this is why

from the very beginning I opted for a poetics similar to that

used by Fr. Jan Twardowski in his early poems.  This is the

poetics of Ezra Pound, W. H. Auden, the Imagists, and

perhaps of Józef Czechowicz from among Poles.   Something

is going on in front of the reader.  A landscape is painted.

Looking at it, he can “feel it together” with the author,

participate in the author’s amazement, and in this way meet

the author as well.]

   T. S. Eliot’s name is missing from this list, but its

absence merely signifies the author’s recognition of

the self-evident manner in which Eliot suffuses these

sentiments: Ihnatowicz is here describing the “objective

correlative”; Eliot has so saturated him that he speaks

Eliot naturally.

  Chapter 8 (“Ihnatowicz—Poet and Priest”) and the

Conclusions offer a summary of this fine volume.

   The book is richly illustrated with photos generously

lent by the poet. Among the poems in the Appendix

(329–56) one finds the previously unpublished verse

and a translation of the opening scenes of Eliot’s

Murder in the Cathedral.  Altogether, in Poeta i Êwiat

Alicja Jakubowska-OÏóg “brings out of her store

treasures old and new.”  Of all the works in Polish

literary criticism that have crossed my desk this past

year, Poeta i Êwiat is the most noteworthy.

    Among the volume’s shortcomings are the occasional

and unnecessary forays into postmodern philosophy

(118), a sure sign of the book being an academic

dissertation.  Some of the author’s interpretations of

poetry are likewise questionable. In her discussion of

Ihnatowicz‘s religious poems, her theological

sentiments are not entirely in tune with those of the

poet who is a scholar in his own right, and committed
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to orthodox Catholicism.  But at all times Jakubowska-

Ozóg proceeds with clarity and builds her

interpretations from the texts of the poems themselves,

which makes her interpretations consistently

respectable.      !

An Interview with Alex Storozynski

Aleksandra Zió"kowska-Boehm

Aleksandra Zió"kowska-Boehm: Your book The

Peasant Prince: Thaddeus Kosciuszko and the Age of

Revolution was published by St. Martin’s Press in April

2009 and has already garnered many favorable reviews.

Newsweek described your book as “an absorbing

biography that should restore Kosciuszko to his proper

place in history.” Publishers Weekly noted that

“[Kosciuszko’s] were the plans sold to the British by

Benedict Arnold.” Best of all, your book is selling

splendidly on Amazon.com. But Kosciuszko is not a

household word in America. The speakers of English

have difficulties spelling his name: George Washington

himself wrote it in eleven different ways. American

historians like to rub in the fact that Kosciuszko left

America and had not died here like Pulaski. What is

your opinion?

Alex Storozynski:  Part of the reason that Kosciuszko

has not been better known is that he was a man of great

modesty who did not look for the limelight. He did not

have a big ego like most military officers around

George Washington, and he cared more about the

common man than most leaders. Pulaski was more

brash, he died in battle, and that is part of the reason

why he is better remembered. And in addition to

problems with spelling his name, most Americans have

difficulties pronouncing it.

  The Polish government in Warsaw needs to be

more aggressive in standing up for itself in

Washington.

AZ-B:  Your book is written with verve, passion, and

involvement, and it keeps the reader connected and

interested. I like its style; it is engaging from beginning

to end. It is both clearly written and based upon

historical documents. You quote American and Polish

sources. How did you make your selections?

AS:  I tried to write the kind of book about Kosciuszko

that I myself would like to read. Many people consider

history dry and inaccessible: I tried to counter that. I

was very pleased when the Wall Street Journal called

The Peasant Prince “accessible,” and also opined that

it “painstakingly provides context and ample

documentation.” This is what I was trying to do—give

context to Kosciuszko’s life and make him accessible.

History becomes more interesting when we learn about

the emotions and motivations of real flesh-and-blood

people. Readers have to be able to relate to the historical

figure that they are reading about, otherwise they cannot

put themselves in their shoes. When I was sifting

through thousands of pages of documents, letters,

articles, and memoirs, I tried to find the quotes that in

my view best reflected Kosciuszko’s personality and

what he was really about. Clearly, he cared more about

what common folk thought of him than what kings,

princes, and presidents did.

AZ-B: How much did your journalistic skills help you

in producing such a readable book?

AS:  Journalists are more skeptically-minded than

historians, because we are used to politicians and other

public figures lying right to our faces on a daily basis.

Many historians care too much about not upsetting the

apple cart of conventional wisdom, because they are

too concerned about what their fellow historians will

think of them. They are afraid that if they are too

controversial, they will not get tenure at a prestigious

university, which usually is the basis of their existence.

  For example, a certain historian speculated in 1909

that Kosciuszko must have come to America with a

letter of recommendation written by his mentor, Prince

Czartoryski, to General Charles Lee of the Continental

Army. Even though there was no evidence that this

was true, future generations of historians repeated this

claim like sheep. I looked up what Kosciuszko’s first

job was in America: Chief Engineer of the Pennsylvania

Committee on Safety. When I researched what this

committee was, I discovered that it was created by

Benjamin Franklin to protect Philadelphia from the

British. So to me, it was obvious that Kosciuszko must

have known Franklin, because Franklin was the head

of this committee and Kosciuszko was its chief

engineer. I was convinced that they worked together

for two months until Franklin sailed for Paris to

persuade the French to ally themselves with the

Americans. Finally, I found an article written in 1825

by Kosciuszko’s personal secretary, Józef Pawlikowski,

for a publication titled Weteran Poznaƒski.

Pawlikowski recounted the story that Kosciuszko told

him about his first steps in Philadelphia and his

unannounced visit to Benjamin Franklin. It is a

fascinating account that has been overlooked.
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  Kosciuszko’s relationship with the Jews has also been
largely ignored, which is surprising, because a Jewish
horse salesman named Berek Joselewicz called
Kosciuszko a “messenger from God” and founded a
Jewish cavalry in 1794 to fight alongside the Poles
against Czarist Russia. It was the first Jewish military
unit since biblical times. I have also found an incredible
painting of Jean Lapierre, a black man who made his
way to Poland in 1794 and was at Kosciuszko’s side as
he led a revolt against Russian aggression, while at the
same time trying to free white serfs enslaved by
feudalism.  Kosciuszko also cared about the rights of
American Indians. To me, this showed that Kosciuszko
was a prince of tolerance who spoke up for freedom
for all races.

  Journalists are more skeptically-minded than
historians, because we are used to politicians and
other public figures lying right to our faces on a
daily basis. Many historians are too concerned
about what their fellow historians would think of
them.

AZ-B:  I like the introduction to your book—the story
of how you wrote the book. It is a story in its own
right.
AS: After getting a scholarship from the Kosciuszko
Foundation to attend the School of Journalism at
Columbia University, I became obsessed with
Kosciuszko for the next 20 years. The more I read about
him and the more I dug into his life, the more I realized
that very few people truly understood what he was
really about, in America and in Poland. There is now,
and there was then, a great deal of bigotry in this world
and most of it stems from ignorance. Kosciuszko lived
his life trying to change that. Perhaps my favorite saying
of his was in a letter to his sister where he wrote “always
remember that by nature, we are all equals, and riches
and education constitute the only difference.”  After
reading that, I decided that I had to tell his story in the
way it deserved to be told.  Also, my wife Agnieszka
told me that she was tired of hearing all these stories
about Kosciuszko and that it was time to put my
obsessions on paper.
AZ-B: In America, Pulaski seems to be better
remembered than Kosciuszko. Do you think that your
book will renew interest in Kosciuszko,  particularly
after it was featured on the C-SPAN?
AS:  Kosciuszko was much more fascinating than
Pulaski. The C-SPAN program and the National Public
Radio interview have generated a good deal of noise

about the book, and hopefully this will lead to a
renewed interest in Kosciuszko in America. I have
actually had black people thanking me for writing the
book too, because it shows the role that they played in
the American Revolution.
AZ-B:  You have stressed that Kosciuszko made friends
with blacks, Jews, and even American Indians. Was this
quality of Kosciuszko known to you before you started
the book?
AS: When I started the research on the book, I knew
about Kosciuszko’s last will and testament that was
meant to purchase and free black slaves. But his
relationship with Polish serfs was even more
fascinating. Also, I was shocked to see that Polish
historians have not commented much about his
relationship with Jews. When I read that Berek
Joselewicz wrote that Kosciuszko was sent by God
Almighty, I nearly fell off may chair. It shows that
people of all races and religions from his era had an
incredible faith in him and in his sense of freedom for all.
AZ-B: We have also learned that he suffered great
disappointments with women. Women liked him, but
those he liked were always unavailable and Kosciuszko
died a bachelor. Do you agree that this part of his life
made him more human and not only a hero?
AS:  I think the defining moment in Kosciuszko’s life
was his failed love affair with Ludwika Sosnowska,
and that is why I start the book with it. When he studied
in Paris as a young man, Kosciuszko became obsessed
with a new economic theory called physiocracy
developed by Francois Quesnay. Physiocrats believed
that land was the only true source of wealth and
therefore agriculture was the key to prosperity. They
proposed that only those who owned or leased land
should be taxed. They opposed forced labor of serfs
and argued that peasants should be allowed to migrate
to find work. They opposed taxes on farmers and their
harvest and argued that free markets meant individual
liberty and economic security. Physiocracy had
important implications for Poland because it promised
to end feudalism, the enslavement of the serfs of
Europe. When Kosciuszko returned to Poland, the war
was temporarily over and he could not get a post in the
military, so he took a job teaching the children of one
of the richest men in Poland, Lord Sosnowski.
Kosciuszko fell in love with one of his daughters,
Ludwika (Louise) Sosnowska, who was a highly
intelligent young lady. While Kosciuszko was in
France, Ludwika and her sister translated the first book
about physiocracy from French into Polish. So when
Kosciuszko tried to elope with Ludwika and Lord
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Sosnowski stopped them, this was a failure for him,

not only a personal level, but also on the level of

important social convictions.

AZ-B: I have found out that you have also followed

some cues about Kosciuszko’s private life?

AS: In the book, I present some of the information

about rumors of the children that Kosciuszko fathered

out of wedlock, one with the wife of his friend Zeltner,

and another with the wife of one of his officers.  In The

Peasant Prince, I mention these as rumors of the times

and I allow the readers to make up their own minds.

But I am convinced that these rumors were true. To

judge from what Kosciuszko wrote to some of his

friends during the American Revolution, he was a very

sexually aware person. Kosciuszko was raised during

a hyper-sexual era, an example being Casanova’s visit

to Poland to attend parties with the king. Such events

and atmosphere had an impact on Kosciuszko’s life.

AZ-B: As the author of a successful book. . . are you

thinking of another one?

AS: One of the books I am working on involves my

teczka [a folder on a “person of interest” kept by the

secret police in Soviet-occupied Poland, now in

possession of the Institute of National Memory] that I

received from IPN. I would like to tell the story of how

the communists tried to get me to cooperate with them

when I was studying in Poland in the 1980s. Their

efforts were quite comical actually, and for me it was

easy to resist, because I was born in the United States

and could simply leave rather than be recruited by their

pressure.  Unfortunately, most Poles did not have that

luxury. We have to be careful in judging people who

were forced to do things that they did not want to, unless

they did truly malicious things and  harmed others. It

is a difficult issue. Generally, I think we should be

forgiving, although we in the United States are in no

position to advise the people of Poland on these issues.

AZ-B: In Poland, the WAB Publishing House will

publish a translation of your book. Do you plan to go

to Poland to promote the book?

AS:  I can’t wait to go to Poland to talk about The

Peasant Prince. Poland is the fatherland of my parents,

and it is obviously a very big part of who I am.

AZ-B:  Tell me about your Polish background.  I know

that your mother’s name was Irena KrzyÏanowska and

your father was born in Lwów. He took part in the

Normandy invasion with the British Army. After the

war, he spent several years in England and then moved

to Argentina, where he met his wife and both moved to

the United States.  How was your childhood in

Brooklyn and Queens?

AS:  My father was from Lwóv, and my mother was

also from Kresy, from the city of Równo. Toward the

end of the war my mother and her sisters were taken to

a Nazi work camp in Germany and had to separate dead

bodies from scrap metal at bomb sites. An American

bomb killed one of her sisters at that camp. Her father,

W!adys!aw KrzyÏanowski, was deported to Siberia by

the Soviets, and later joined the Anders Army. He

received medals during the campaign in Italy and was

one of those who fought at Monte Cassino.  My father

was a member of the Szare Szaregi [a legendary

underground resistance organization of Polish boy

scouts formed in German-occupied Poland]; he fought

in France in 1940 and was evacuated to England where

he joined the Army. He was a motorcycle scout for a

Polish tank brigade during the Normandy invasion. The

reason that I was not born in Poland was that neither side

of my family could return to Poland because the cities in

which they had been born were annexed by the Soviets.

  I dedicated the book to all Polish soldiers who fought

“for your freedom and ours,” as the Polish saying goes,

and especially  to those Polish soldiers who, like my

father and grandfather, like Kosciuszko, did not live to

see a free Poland. I was born in Greenpoint in Brooklyn,

a Polish neighborhood in New York, but my parents

soon moved to Rockaway Beach in Queens, which is

on the Atlantic Ocean. As a child growing up, I could

hear from my house the sounds of waves breaking

nearby. It was an idyllic childhood, swimming in the

ocean and building sand castles and playing football

on the beach. I think that I will always have a little

sand left over in my shoes from my childhood.

AZ-B: You were the founding editor of the daily

amNewYork,  and your articles also appeared in the

New York Sun. For what did you get the Pulitzer award?

AS: The Pulitzer was for a series of articles with my

colleagues on the Daily News editorial board. It was

about a scandal at the Apollo Theater in Harlem, where

many famous black artists like Aretha Franklin,

Michael Jackson, and others got their start. The money

that the tickets were bringing in should have gone to

renovate the theater, but instead it was being taken by

a Congressman.

AZ-B: You completed a Master’s degree at Columbia

University on a Kosciuszko Foundation scholarship.

You then spent some time in Krakow and Warsaw. You

are now President of the Kosciuszko Foundation, the

organization that helps Polish scholars and also

American scholars interested in things Polish. How do

you see the future of this Foundation under your

presidency?
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AS: Szczepan Mierzwa, who founded the Kosciuszko
Foundation in 1925, made it clear that his primary goal
was to help educate Poles and improve relations
between Poland and the United States. He lamented,
however, that “all the principles of Economics, Money
and Banking courses that I was teaching did not tell
me how to ask people for money for which they would
not receive anything in return.” This remains the
Foundation’s greatest quandary today. What are we
selling? The answer: patriotism and success for Poles,
as well as love for the old country infused with the
American Dream. The buyers are not investing in their
own future, but rather they are donating money to future
Polish scholars seeking an education. The Foundation
has given scholarships to people like Leszek
Balcerowicz, Andrew Nagorski, Gen. Edward Rowny;
to artists, lawyers, doctors, professors, who have gone
on to make Poland a better place. Many have succeeded
in the United States. Our mission is to educate Poles
so that they succeed in their chosen careers and make
more money and help to educate other Poles. This is
what educational foundations do. So I am looking to
raise money in the United States and Poland to give
out even more scholarships. I also want to create a
network of mentors that will help young scholars as
they set out on their careers. We are also looking for
ways to promote Polish culture and improve the image
of Poles and Poland in the United States.

  “Always remember that by nature, we are all
equals, and riches and education constitute the only
difference.”

Thaddeus Kosciuszko

AZ-B: You wrote a letter to Senator Arlen Specter of
Pennsylvania after he repeatedly insulted Polish
Americans with anti-Polish “wit.” You called him a
bigot and reminded him that there are over 800,000
Pennsylvania citizens of Polish ancestry who tend to
vote. Do you agree that such behavior and the use of
the term “Polish concentration camps” have increased
in recent years?
AS: Yes, I called Sen. Arlen Specter a bigot for telling
Polish jokes. He called me to apologize to Polonia, and
invited me for a cup of coffee to his office. But I
declined the offer and told him that this was not enough.
I asked him what he would do for Polonia, and for
Poland?  I pointed out that my friend Gen. Roman Polko
fought for American and Iraqi freedom, but yet he could
not come to see the Statue of Liberty without a visa.

He promised that he would try to change this, but
ultimately did nothing.
   I do not agree that anti-Polish sentiment is on the
rise,  rather I think that Polonia is finally beginning to
react to such sentiment. When I read the words “Polish
concentration camps” in American newspapers, I
cringe, and point out that this is profoundly wrong.  But
I also cringe when I hear certain people in Polonia who
can be described as professional victims. There has to
be a balance. We have to explain to the American media
that yes, the Holocaust was a horrible black eye on
European history, and yes, Jews were at the top of
Hitler’s hit list. But Poles were next on that list. This
explanation has to be done in a rational and unemotional

way, and this is sometimes difficult. At the same time,

as we ourselves suffer the bigotry and hateful comments

of others, we must not tolerate those around us who

are racist, anti-Semitic, or bigoted.  Unfortunately, the

United States has always had a totem pole of bigotry,

and the latest arrivals were notched in at the bottom of

the shame pole. There are Polish jokes, but blacks,

Jews, Muslims, Mexicans, and others may face even

more discrimination than Poles. So if our motto is “for

your freedom and ours,” we must make sure that this

is more than just a slogan, and that we speak up for

tolerance for everyone.

AZ-B: Do you think a Polish lobby can be built in the

USA?

AS: Polonia in the United States has organizations that
have tried to lobby the American system with varying
levels of success.  Our Polonian organizations are now
trying harder to work together.  But at the same time,
the Polish government in Warsaw needs to be more
aggressive in standing up for itself in Washington.
Countries like Israel, Egypt, Turkey and others spend
millions of dollars on professional lobbyists to walk
the halls of the United States Congress to talk to
Senators and Congressmen to push for their issues. As
a result of those investments in professional lobbyists
and the millions that they spend, they get back billions
in foreign aid from the United States. As the saying
goes, you have to spend money to make money.

Alex  Storozynski is President of the Kosciuszko Foundation
and a Pulitzer Prize winning journalist. His book, The
Peasant Prince and the Age of Revolution (Thomas Dunne
Books, 2009), is available on Amazon.com for $19.77 as of
26 August 2009. The interview was conducted in
Philadelphia, PA, on 9 June 2009. 
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the Soviets in the Gulag: http://www.kresy-siberia.org/

memorial/index.html. In English and Polish.

Teologia Polityczna—the best Polish electronic journal

on intellectual matters. Original approaches, relevant

topics: http://www2.teologiapolityczna.pl. In Polish.

Minorities in Central and Eastern Europe: An

Academic Inquiry—a running series or articles and

blogs on a perennial topic. Incidentally, we wish for a

similar site on “Minorities in Western Europe:” http://

minoritiescee.blogspot.com.

Old Polish liteature online: a site in Kraków keeps

adding new positions to its online library. It contains

Polish literature in the original and in translation, from

“Bogurodzica” to the seventeenth century:

www.staropolska.pl.

Last but not least: Forum-Polonia-Houston—a

website not only for Polish Houstonians. Contains

information about Polish organizations in Houston,

activities at the Our Lady of Cz"stochowa Parish, and

interesting articles from world press concerning Poland.

Founded by the Polish Honorary Consul in Houston,

Dr. Zbigniew Wojciechowski, and superbly maintained

by Polish computer wizard Anna Witas: www.forum-

polonia-houston.com. In English and Polish.
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